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NATF Redacted Operating Experience Report
Vehicle Fire and Brake Loss While Driving

About NATF Redacted Operating Experience (OE) Reports
North American Transmission Forum (NATF) operating experience reports highlight positive or negative
transmission (reliability or resiliency) experiences worth sharing for learning opportunities or potential trending.
The overall goal is to help each other learn without experiencing the same issues first-hand. This sharing
originates confidentially within the NATF membership.
Redacted operating experience reports are posted on the NATF public website to allow the NATF and its
members to more broadly share information, especially safety-related alerts and learnings, with contractors and
other utilities to benefit the industry at large.
The NATF member company that submitted the initial restricted distribution OE report for this topic/event has
approved the NATF to issue this redacted OE report.
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Disclaimer

This document was created by the North American Transmission Forum (NATF) to facilitate industry work to improve
reliability and resiliency. The NATF reserves the right to make changes to the information contained herein without notice.
No liability is assumed for any damages arising directly or indirectly by their use or application. The information provided
in this document is provided on an “as is” basis. “North American Transmission Forum” and its associated logo are
trademarks of NATF. Other product and brand names may be trademarks of their respective owners. This legend should
not be removed from the document.
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Topic
Vehicle Fire and Brake Loss While Driving

Description
While driving a newly acquired work truck on the freeway at approximately 70 miles per hour, an employee
noticed smoke entering the cab. In addition, instrument warning lamps were illuminated. The employee
attempted to stop the vehicle, but the brakes failed.
To slow the vehicle, the employee maneuvered partially onto the freeway shoulder and attempted to shift the
transmission into “park.” As black smoke filled the cab, the employee attempted to exit the moving vehicle
using the driver-side door but stopped due to the presence of flames. Instead, the employee jumped from the
moving vehicle though the passenger door, landing on a bush. The vehicle continued for a few hundred feet
where it stopped and became completely engulfed in flames.
The vehicle was a truck with V10 gas engine, and the manufacturer unable to determine the cause. We have
had no other issues with similar vehicles, nor could we find this type of problem outside our company. We may
never know the actual cause of the fire as the vehicle had an all-aluminum body and was burned down to the
frame rails.
We left the cause of the fire as “to be determined” at this point and focused our attention on the employee’s
lack of knowledge on stopping a vehicle experiencing brake loss.

Lessons Learned
1. Inadequate training and knowledge on stopping a vehicle experiencing a brake loss.

Actions Taken
1. Created and posted a bulletin in the company newsletter describing how to stop a vehicle experiencing
a brake loss. The newsletter is accessible to all employees and searchable through the company portal.

Extent of Condition
Transmission and distribution employees drive all types, makes, and models of company vehicles that could
experience a catastrophic brake failure.
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